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on wirelessly connected computers and enables radically different classroom 
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interdependent complex systems by engaging in discourse with other students 
and teachers. As part of our Mr. Vetro collective simulation, students learn about 
physiology through technology-enhanced role-play. Each group controls 
physiological variables of a single organ on their computer. A central simulation 
gathers all the data and projects the composite view of a human. In an example 
activity, the heart and lung teams collaborate to adjust parameters and reach 
homeostasis. Results from formal evaluation studies demonstrate a positive 
impact on scientific inquiry, student learning, and students’ interest in personal 
health issues. This article describes Mr. Vetro and its underlying architecture 
and presents the evaluation results. 
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11Abstract Why has technology become prevalent in science education without fundamen-
12tally improving test scores or student attitudes? We claim that the core of the problem is
13how technology is being used. Technologies such as simulations are currently not used to
14their full potential. For instance, physiology simulations often follow textbooks by
15sequentially exposing individual systems such as the circulatory and respiratory systems
16one at a time, leaving out essential comprehension of system interactions. Moreover, the
17standard computer lab hides students behind large monitors and ignores the social aspect of
18learning. We have created a new kind of infrastructure, called Collective Simulations to
19provide engaging inquiry-based science learning modules that uniquely combine social
20learning pedagogies with distributed simulation technology. This infrastructure creates
21immersive learning experiences based on wirelessly connected computers and enables
22radically different classroom learning experiences that engage students and teachers
23simultaneously. Collective Simulations allow students to learn about the intricacies of
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24interdependent complex systems by engaging in discourse with other students and teachers.
25As part of our Mr. Vetro collective simulation, students learn about physiology through
26technology-enhanced role-play. Each group controls physiological variables of a single
27organ on their computer. A central simulation gathers all the data and projects the
28composite view of a human. In an example activity, the heart and lung teams collaborate to
29adjust parameters and reach homeostasis. Results from formal evaluation studies
30demonstrate a positive impact on scientific inquiry, student learning, and students’ interest
31in personal health issues. This article describes Mr. Vetro and its underlying architecture
32and presents the evaluation results.

33Keywords Collective simulations . Distributed simulations . Social learning pedagogies .

34Interdependent complex systems . Meaningful learning
35

36 Q1Problem: Science illiteracy

37Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education in the United States
38is in dire need for improvement (Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the
3921st Century 2005). In spite of significant technological investment, the US is still lacking
40in these fields. In the 2003 PISA study assessing scholastic performance, the USA scored
4124th of the 29 countries compared (OECD 2003). In the 2006 PISA survey, the USA had
42still not managed to get into the top 20 of mathematics, science, or reading.
43Particularly concerning is the lack of scientific understanding that goes beyond
44academics and is essential to everyday life. Low health literacy, that is, the struggle of
45people obtaining, processing, and understanding basic health information, is a fundamental
46problem for the entire society. A lack of understanding regarding smoking, substance abuse,
47and nutrition, for instance, can significantly lower the quality of life.
48The urgency of addressing science education challenges—and particularly health science
49education, both at the academic and pragmatic levels—is commonly understood. However,
50it is much less clear what the underlying components of science illiteracy and apathy are
51and what kind of approaches could be employed to increase both scientific knowledge and
52interest in science. One line of thinking is focused on information access. It is argued that
53people simply make poor decisions regarding nutrition and drug abuse because they do not
54have the facts. Various approaches are proposed, such as providing Web sites or podcasts
55that reach out to the public to inform them about the facts. Some successes have been
56documented as a result of these campaigns, but by and large the emergence of the Web has
57surprisingly little impact on public science understanding (National Science Foundation,
58Division of Science Resources Statistics 2008). These are important indicators that science
59education must move beyond the simple model of transmitting facts and provide engaging
60STEM education approaches.
61Only addressing motivational concerns is not sufficient. Video games appear to work
62where other approaches clearly fail (Prensky 2006). Seemingly attention-challenged
63students spend huge amounts of time solving intricate game puzzles. While the sheer size
64of the game industry is a clear sign for the cultural relevance of games, it is not obvious at
65all how educational games can strike a meaningful balance between education and
66engagement. Educational games typically do not succeed if they simply try to spice up
67bland facts through supposedly fun activities.
68Using technology to teach science, including games, has the potential to address both
69educational and motivational issues of science education. But why, in spite of the $70
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70billion investment in technology during the 1990s (Oppenheimer 2003), has K-12 science
71education failed to excite students? Why has technology become prevalent in science
72education without fundamentally improving test scores (U.S. Department of Education
732003) or student attitudes? We believe that our educational institutions need a new
74combination of pedagogy with tools that helps K-12 students understand highly complex
75and interacting systems and genuinely excites them about science.

76S Q1olutions: Collective simulations

77Our Collective Simulations approach is a way to make science learning and teaching more
78meaningful, engaging, and effective. The Collective Simulations approach is a conceptual
79framework that integrates social learning pedagogical models with distributed simulation
80technical frameworks. This conceptual framework both allows and actively encourages
81meaningful learning by supporting discovery-oriented social learning processes. In a
82Collective Simulation, an entire group of students and their teacher—acting as a discourse
83facilitator—participate in a simulation-enhanced role-play that unfolds in real time on a set
84of networked computers running distributed simulations. These computers are smart
85artifacts or tools that augment discourse and support the discovery-oriented scientific
86process.
87Collective Simulations address cognitive, emotional/affective, and social aspects of
88learning.

89& Cognitive dimensions. Beyond the ability to learn and retain certain facts, Collective
90Simulations afford inquiry-based science and enable students through self-directed
91discoveries to combine facts into higher-level reasoning.
92& Affective dimensions. Given the non-cognitive components of decision processes
93concerning health-related issues, such as smoking or substance abuse, it would stand to
94reason that one should explore how to complement the cognitive part of health science
95education with influence on student affect for pro-social outcomes. Collective
96Simulations do that with audiovisual stimuli that immerse students into the scenarios
97they are exploring.
98& Social dimensions. Using technology per se cannot improve teaching without
99understanding the social processes and the context in which technology such as
100Collective Simulations will be used. The pedagogical dimensions of social processes
101are key indicators of the usefulness of a simulation in a classroom context. The
102distributed nature of Collective Simulations stimulates discussions, which in turn lead
103to meaningful learning (Michael 2001).

104Fundamentally, a Collective Simulation is a cyberlearning (National Science
105Foundation, Task force on Cyberlearning 2008) supported role-playing activity in which
106a group of people learns about complex systems, such as the human body, by discussing
107relationships, making decisions, and experiencing interactions through a real-time
108simulation process. For instance, in human physiology, each person “plays” the role of
109an individual organ or system such as the heart or the lungs. The technological part of
110role-play is a handheld or laptop computer simulating and embodying the organ. This
111cyberlearning infrastructure is responsible for at least two functions. Each individual
112simulation, for example, the simulation of the lung, is wirelessly connected to a central
113simulation hub integrating all the individual simulations. Typically, this central simulation
114is also running on a computer with a display visible to the entire group. In a human
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115physiology Collective Simulation, this computer presents not only all the physiological
116variables but also a visible and animated manifestation of the entire human being. The
117Collective Simulation essentially takes place on two levels. At the individual level, local
118decisions are being made such as what should the heart rate be to match the physiological
119needs of some physical exercise. At the collective level, the simulation visualizes the
120consequence of all the local decisions.
121Collective Simulations are highly related to participatory simulations (Colella 2000;
122Wilensky & Stroup 1999). In both kinds of simulations, there are multiple levels of
123representations capturing the intricate interdependencies of complex systems for educa-
124tional purposes. Both kinds of simulations involve some role-play supported by networked
125technology. However, collectivism strongly prioritizes group goals over individual goals,
126suggesting a focus on a collective function. With Mr. Vetro, the collective function is that of
127a working, balanced human being able to achieve tasks such as walking, running, or biking.
128In other words, while both kinds of simulations are instruments to explore emergent,
129bottom-up phenomena, Collective Simulations must also include top–down perspectives to
130guide investigations with specific collective goals. Specifically, with Mr. Vetro, collectivism
131suggests that we would be more interested in defining a group function and then adjusting
132all the interconnected organs accordingly to achieve said group function over first adjusting
133organs and then exploring an emergent group function.
134The following sections present the technological, medical, and educational approaches
135for using Collective Simulations in health science education with the Mr. Vetro application.

136T Q1echnological approach: The Mr. Vetro collective simulation

137Collective Simulations are based on the C5 conceptual framework that we have been
138developing with NIH support, which integrates distributed simulation technical frameworks
139with social learning pedagogical models. C5 is an Information Technology infrastructure that
140integrates the principles of Collective, Compact, Connected, Continuous, and Customizable
141simulations (Repenning & Ioannidou 2005). This framework both allows and actively
142encourages meaningful learning by supporting discovery-oriented social learning processes.
143In a Collective Simulation, an entire group of students and their teacher—acting as a
144discourse facilitator—participate in a collaborative simulation-based activity that unfolds in
145real time on a set of networked computers running distributed simulations.
146We have implemented a prototype of a Collective Simulation, called Mr. Vetro, and have
147evaluated it in local high schools. In the Mr. Vetro1 Collective Simulation (Fig. 1), different
148human systems or organs are simulated on wirelessly connected computers, while a central
149simulation aggregates parameters from the organs and computes Mr. Vetro’s vital signs.
150Using the distributed simulations, students control Mr. Vetro’s organs. The lung group can
151vary parameters such as breathing rate and tidal volume in response to changing conditions
152such as exercise or smoking. The heart group can vary parameters such as heart rate and
153stroke volume. The role-play aspect of Collective Simulations makes students collaborate,
154as organs or systems, to deal with specific goals. For instance, a group of students can make
155Mr. Vetro engage in intense exercise—this forces his body and, therefore, the Collective
156Simulation participants to cope with the need to provide more oxygen to the muscle tissue
157and deal with increased levels of CO2. This leads to scientific discourse between the
158“organs” that includes justifications and results in the adjustment of parameters such as the

1 An interactive flyer can be found at: http://agentsheets.com/research/c5/documents/interactive%20flier/c5-
flier.html.
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159heart rate and stroke volume for the heart or the breathing rate and tidal volume for the
160lungs to deal with a certain situation.
161Mr. Vetro is based on a wireless network connecting computers and integrating the
162simulated organs into a composite higher-level representation of a human being with
163calculated physiological variables such as oxygen saturation, partial pressure of carbon

Fig. 1 Mr. Vetro Collective Simulation: Students control organs (heart, lungs) distributed on wirelessly
connected computers. The central simulation projects the entire human being, calculated vital signs, and a
blood-centric representation of the body. Mr. Vetro and his doctor communicate the situation (e.g.,
hyperventilation) via messages. The teacher acts as discourse facilitator
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164dioxide, oxygen needed, and oxygen delivered. Mr. Vetro and his physiological variables
165are represented in the central simulation and projected to the entire group in order to
166visualize the consequences of local decisions. The Collective Simulation does not
167automatically balance Mr. Vetro’s life signs. As Mr. Vetro begins to jog, his need for
168oxygen goes up. The heart and lung teams have to collaborate to keep Mr. Vetro in a
169healthy state. Changes to physiological variables such as the breathing rate immediately
170update the entire Collective Simulation (visually and audibly). The immersive nature of Mr.
171Vetro goes beyond just displaying numerical values—it employs sophisticated real-time
172visualizations using our unique real-time visualization engine (Agent Warp Engine;
173Repenning & Ioannidou 2008), and even auditory stimuli providing immersive experiences
174to learners.
175The Agent Warp Engine (AWE; Repenning & Ioannidou 2008) is a new end-user
176framework that is capable of creating sophisticated, interactive, networked visualizations.
177This framework, which goes beyond regular animations to create medical visualizations and
178networked simulations such as our Mr. Vetro, is based on spreadsheet ideas in a way that
179provides rich end-user visualizations and networking. AWE is implemented as a thin layer
180on top of our Open Agent Engine2 (OAE) which itself is the open source part of the
181AgentCubes 3D game and simulation-authoring environment (Repenning & Ioannidou
1822006). The OAE implements a simple 3D agent-based simulation engine based on four
183main components:

184& OpenGL: 2D/3D Graphics. A highly optimized 2D/3D API3 for rendering large
185numbers of agents with 3D shapes efficiently.
186& QuickTime: An API available for multiple platforms, which provides access to image,
187movie, and sound files.
188& XMLisp: An API mapping XML (Extensible Markup Language4) expressions to object-
189oriented language constructs (Repenning & Ioannidou 2007).
190& 3D Agents. Autonomous objects that have a 3D position, orientation, size, velocity, and
191acceleration. Agents can be composed into scenes, animated, displayed, and user
192selected.

193AWE adds the end-user visualization and end-user networking components to the
194architecture (Fig. 2).

195& End-User Visualizations are end-user created custom visualizations using techniques
196such as shape warping. They are end-user accessible, rich, and efficient. With AWE,
197end users can make their own intricate realistic visualizations. An important goal of our
198overall Collective Simulations work is to offer refined kinds of visualizations necessary
199to communicate complex dynamic processes. In Mr. Vetro, we need to illustrate the
200function of the heart, the lung, and the human skeleton. All three systems mechanically
201interact with each other in complex ways. For instance, inhaling air will change the
202shape of the lung, which in turn will influence the skeleton. Ribs expand and, in the
203case of deep breathing, even the position of the shoulders and arms can be influenced.
204AWE offers a number of visualizations, but the most sophisticated one (called “morph”)
205is specifically designed to implement complex visualization based on shape warping
206(Repenning & Ioannidou 2008). Shape warping is a kind of image warping (Wolberg

2 http://www.agentsheets.com/lisp/OpenGL.html
3 http://www.opengl.org
4 http://www.w3.org/XML/
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2071994, 1996). The media richness, both visual and audio, immerses learners into the
208interaction. For instance, a set of variables representing a hyperventilating human being
209should not just be a list of numbers, but should show a human being with heart and lung
210functioning in a state of hyperventilation, even with sounds that provoke emotional
211responses.
212& End-User Networking is essentially a formula language featuring variables distributed
213on different computers and equations connecting them. End-User Networking provides
214transparent networking where an end user does not have to use network APIs
215(Advanced Programming Interfaces) or any other complex mechanism to implement
216variable sharing. This approach enables end users to easily create distributed
217applications, such as Mr. Vetro. End users (and developers of Collective Simulations)
218should be able to define, change, and connect these networked variables as easily as
219they use variables in spreadsheets. For our Collective Simulations, it is essential that
220these variables can be shared in real time by different clients running on the same
221computer or separate networked computers. Being able, as a group, to see how
222individual users change simulation variables in real time and how the system reacts to
223change helps the perception of causality (Michotte 1962).

224AWE is a flexible XML-based architecture that allows for extension of existing and creation
225of new Collective Simulations. With this modular architecture, activity developers are able to
226add new systems/organs, new variables (input or output), and new formulae connecting them.
227Moreover, one can create different interactive activities with any subsets of organs where only
228some aspects of the systems/organs are visible and controllable by students while other
229relationships can still be in the background but not necessarily visible. These capabilities
230provide a plug-and-play system that opens up the possibility of creating multiple educational
231activities and units without essentially changing the underlying software. Customizations can
232happen just at the end-user level with end-user programming and customization techniques.
233AWE was instantiated as the new Mr. Vetro prototype (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2 The agent warp engine is layered on top of the open agent engine
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234 Q1Medical approach: Blood-centric view of human body

235Our current version of Mr. Vetro features a blood-centric approach to the human body (Fig. 1
236right). Initially, the Mr. Vetro system was used to illustrate the heart as a blood pump and the
237lung as an air pump, and how the parameters pO2 and pCO2 are dependent on how these two
238pumps work together—which were represented by two teams, each working on Mr. Vetro’s
239lungs or heart. We worked with medical doctors to design the system and make a teaching
240tool that is more versatile, engaging, and relevant. The questions that the medical team tried to
241answer first to guide the development of Mr. Vetro included: What model of anatomy/
242physiology could/should be taught at the high school and middle school level? For which
243concepts will student learning be most enhanced by the Mr. Vetro simulation technology?
244As long as we were looking at the organs from the organ system’s viewpoint, it was not
245easy to find a way to add new systems and show how they interact. We needed to switch
246the viewpoint from the organs to the blood, which could be described as a very complex
247fluid organ, to find the solution that we now call “blood-centric” approach. In this
248approach, we imagine a blood cell that circulates in the blood stream. At any given
249moment, we can measure what substances (such as oxygen, carbon dioxide, or glucose) are
250present in its surrounding. We also know at which organ systems the blood can get rid of
251specific substances, if there is too much of the substance present—or where it can get more
252of that substance if there is a need for more.
253Having a system like Mr. Vetro, where groups of students play the role of organ systems,
254using the blood-centric approach allows the system to easily engage with all the parameters
255in a meaningful way. Collective Simulations allow the students to explore the concepts by
256running the disseminated Mr. Vetro simulations in a way that results not only in deep
257learning, but creates a fascination for the sciences.
258The comprehension of interdependent complex systems (Epstein & Axtell 1996; Senge
2591990; Simon 1981) is an enormous challenge to learners. We reviewed physiology teaching
260materials at middle, high school, and university levels; we included textbooks, interactive CD-
261ROMs, and Web-based resources and titles offered by major publishers such as Pearson.5 We
262found a ubiquitous absence of explanations for how systems interact. All the materials we
263reviewed structured the human body into decoupled subsystems (e.g., respiratory and
264circulatory) isolated in separate chapters or animations with little, if any, connection. These
265neglected interactions are central to understanding how the human body works. Indeed, the
266general need to comprehend interactive systems is part of current educational standards
267(National Research Council 1996; Thompson & Celva 2005). Realizing the need for more
268rigorous instruction about the interactions of systems instead of each system in isolation, many
269medical schools have changed or are in the process of changing their curricula to reflect a more
270integrated systems approach. However, this kind of change has largely been ignored at the K-
27112 level because of the inadequacy of traditional teaching media. Collective Simulations can
272address this problem by creating an immersive learning environment that lets students
273collaboratively experience system interactions. These same interactive system concepts apply
274not only to physiology, but to other domains such as economics, ecology, and biology.

275 Q1Educational approach: Inquiry-based, sheltered science teaching, meaningful learning

276Working with high school science teachers and educational experts from the University of
277Colorado School of Education, we developed educational materials for a complete

5 Pearson/Benjamin Cummings Interactive Physiology from http://www.aw-bc.com/info/ip/
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278cardiopulmonary unit that covered aspects of the normal physiology of the circulatory and
279respiratory systems, exercise physiology as it relates to the cardiopulmonary system, and
280scenarios of abnormal states of the system due to situations such as substance abuse. One of
281our main objectives for this unit and essential question we wanted the students to explore
282was understanding how smoking and exercise affects the cardiopulmonary system. In
283activities using the Mr. Vetro Collective Simulation, students compared an average person
284with a sedentary smoker and an elite athlete. We wanted students completing this unit to be
285able to explain what it means to “be in shape” in terms of the heart, lungs, and blood cells
286and to be able to articulate what the physiological difference is between an athlete and a
287“couch potato.” By using Mr. Vetro for these activities, students discovered typical values
288for the heart rate, breathing rate, stroke volume, and tidal volume of an average person, an
289elite athlete, and a sedentary smoker. Students also simulated Mr. Vetro exercising and
290discovered his anaerobic threshold and how to keep him in the aerobic range while
291exercising. We also integrated math into the activity by asking students to predict and
292collect data from the simulation for the three Mr. Vetros (average, elite athlete, sedentary
293smoker) then graph and interpret their data.
294The educational materials developed included complete lesson plans, student work-
295sheets, teacher background material, overheads, off-computer activities and associated
296material, and evaluation material that consisted of pre–and post-assessments to gauge
297content learning and a survey to assess student attitudes toward science.
298Development of these materials was based on our philosophy of inquiry-based, self-
299directed science using topics that are relevant to students’ personal lives, using sheltered
300instruction techniques and encouraging social aspects for more meaningful learning
301experiences. The design work involved several iterative design studies (Brown 1992) that
302involved one of the co-authors trialing prototype lessons with small groups of students in
303regular classes, after school, or during the summer. In these design and feasibility studies
304(Repenning et al. 2010), we focused on the development of activities that promoted student
305engagement and scientific inquiry.
306Inquiry science is a student-centered approach to the teaching of science that allows
307students to use their natural curiosity to learn about the world. In inquiry science, lectures
308are replaced with investigations, discussions, and problem solving. Inquiry is not just
309hands-on learning, but it involves thought and discussion centered on classroom activities
310(Stoddart et al. 2002). Inquiry science is the exploration of scientific phenomena with
311hands-on, process-oriented experiments. In the context of inquiry, students are allowed to
312be actively engaged in the process of science (Hampton & Rodriguez 2001). Students solve
313problems with the use of hands-on activities and discussion of their thinking with other
314students. New understandings of content are made possible by this type of classroom
315interaction. The Mr. Vetro simulation and lessons developed around it allow for true
316inquiry. Not only are students actively learning how the simulation works, they are making
317predictions, testing their predictions, and incorporating new understandings into their
318mental model of how the human body works. The Mr. Vetro activities require students to
319synthesize information and draw connections between old and new information. These
320higher-order thinking skills are difficult to achieve and assess through traditional
321methodologies such as lectures, textbook work, and basic lab experiences. With even
322further developments, the Mr. Vetro Collective Simulation could easily replace more of
323these activities with a dynamic, experiential, collaborative, and inquiry-based classroom
324activity.
325The lessons were developed for use in a mainstream classroom to allow for the
326integration of English language learners with native English speakers. Sheltered instruction
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327is content teaching to English language learners (ELL) in strategic ways that make the
328concepts comprehensible while promoting the students’ academic language development
329(Short and Echevarria 2004). The goal of sheltered instruction is to achieve full and
330equitable education for ELLs. To do this, the curriculum must be adapted to allow content
331to be accessible while the English proficiency of ELLs is increased. If this kind of
332curriculum is to be adopted in a mainstream classroom, the rigor must not be compromised
333for the non-ELL students in the process. Stoddart et al. (2002) believe that inquiry-based
334science is a natural and effective tool for the integration of the usually separate fields of
335language and science and that a synergistic union of language development and content
336instruction is possible. The Mr. Vetro activities encourage the use of language—it is
337essential to make the system operate effectively. Students must read the message and
338decode the numerical values while communicating the changes they are making to the
339system with the group. Mr. Vetro is the foundation for the synergism between science and
340language. The use of sheltered curriculum has been described as the best way to integrate
341the development of the English language and the teaching of content for students who are
342English language learners (Echevarria et al. 2004; Gibbons 2002; Hill and Flynn 2006).
343It would be difficult to effectively teach science with technology without understanding
344the social processes and the context in which educational simulations will be used. Joel
345Michael’s notion of meaningful learning is based on ideas of a social process that includes
346active externalization of ideas and engagement in discourse:

347348One of the most “active” ways to help students to challenge with their own mental
349models is to get them to “talk physiology.” Discussing, justifying, or explaining their
350answers to questions with one another, or with the instructor, is a powerful way to
351encourage meaningful learning. (Michael 2001)
352

353Active externalization, reflection, and discourse as learning processes are highly
354consistent with Piaget’s notion of constructivism (Bruner 1990; Piaget 1972, 1990; Yager
3551995). According to him, learning is the process of adjusting our mental models to
356accommodate new experiences. Simulation-based learning processes are also consistent
357with Papert’s notion of constructionism, in which learning is the result of a externalization-
358as-construction process of physical and conceptual artifacts (Papert 1980; Papert 1993). In
359the medical realm, Miller’s Pyramid is similar in spirit. Miller’s Pyramid is a framework for
360assessing clinical competence (Norcini 2003). At the lowest level of the framework’s
361pyramid is knowledge (knows), followed by competence (knows how), performance
362(shows how), and action (does). This categorization is consistent with constructionist
363approaches in the educational realm. Our Collective Simulations framework combines the
364action/construction part of these frameworks with another important dimension: commu-
365nication. The social aspect of Michael’s notion of meaningful learning is implied by his
366focus on communication. Vygotzky’s theory of social construction of knowledge (Vygotsky
3671980) indicated that a learning process is substantially aided by active collaboration that
368includes discourse. His notion of “Zone of Proximal Development” implies that a child’s
369development is determined by the social interaction and collaborative problem solving.
370Hutchins’ theories of distributed cognition go one step further by adding the notion of tools
371and artifacts. He points out that human cognitions are not just a framework confined to
372individuals; they are distributed across individuals, tools, and artifacts in an environment
373(Hutchins 1990, 1995). Discovery-oriented educational software can enormously benefit
374from this distributed framework. As educators and technology builders, we chose to depart
375from a viewpoint in which a classroom is simply a container of isolated technology pieces
376used by individuals and moved toward a socio-technical cooperative environment that
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377actively facilitates a social learning process. The intent of the lessons that we developed
378was to scaffold students into discussions of physiology. Minimal whole-class, direct
379instruction was needed. The teacher was intended to function as a guide, leading students
380through activities and providing support as necessary. In this way, the activities can be
381challenging all students to think in new ways about the connections between physiological
382systems.
383The resulting curriculum does not strive to replace traditional instruction, but comple-
384ments it. It gives students the opportunity to explore the relationships between
385physiological systems in an integrative matter that extends the reach of traditional
386approaches. Lessons scaffold students into discussions of physiology and specialized
387subject areas. The teacher functions as a guide and leads students through activities and
388provides support as necessary. In this way, activities can be differentiated, in the sense that
389they challenge all students to think in new ways about the connections between systems.

390 Q1Related work: Physiology simulations and multi-user simulation architectures

391In the process of creating the Collective Simulations infrastructure and specifically Mr.
392Vetro, we examined physiology software and participatory simulation systems.
393The JavaMan Project6 includes a Web-based computer model of human physiology. It
394lets users explore the respiratory and cardiovascular systems of the human body. The model
395includes a very large set of variables, which can make it unmanageable. An abstract, mostly
396textual interface, does not include a visualization of a human being, and does not allow the
397simulation to be distributed.
398SimBioSys7 uses simulated Emergency Room situations as training context. It exposes
399students to real-time situations based on patient case studies. Without the proper treatment,
400a patient is likely to die. SimBioSys does not deal very directly with physiological
401variables; it is more concerned with the process of quickly determining which sensors to
402use and what kind of medication to administer.
403The Logal Science Explorer Series by Riverdeep8 is much more K-12 oriented. It
404provides a set of activities in a science curriculum that covers key concepts in biology,
405chemistry, and physics. Through what Riverdeep calls “computer simulation activities,”
406students can discover and understand scientific concepts. We have specifically explored the
407Riverdeep units on the cardiovascular system and the respiratory system. Logal activities
408provide good content on individual systems. Students interact with simulations through
409worksheets that encourage them to predict and estimate feasible value ranges of
410physiological variables. However, these explorations are focused on variables of the same
411system, for example, the lung volume over time, and do not support interactions between
412different systems.
413Multiple projects at Stanford University Medical Media and Information Technologies
414(SUMMIT)9 include interactive technology for medical education. VirtualLabs and
415simPHYSIO (Huang 2004) are Web-delivered interactive visual and simulation-based
416teaching modules for physiology. These modules are designed to be engaging and to
417promote active learning. The learners can see multiple-linked representations, make

6 http://www.health.adelaide.edu.au/paed-anaes/javaman/
7 http://www.critcon.com/ccipublic/products/clinics.php3
8 http://www.riverdeep.net/
9 http://virtuallabs.stanford.edu/
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418predictions, learn problem-solving skills with a “hands-on” approach, apply and test
419scientific methodologies, and see immediate outcomes from their manipulations. Most
420modules are also focused on a single system instead of the interactions between systems.
421Perhaps the most closely related systems are the multiplayer “serious games” that SUMMIT
422has created, for instance, the Virtual 3D World for Emergency Medical Team Training, a
423distributed simulation where avatars controlled by a geographically dispersed networked
424team are supposed to help patients. This system used to train medical students is similar in
425spirit with our unique Collective Simulations framework and is an approach that has shown
426promise in medical education. In usability and learning achievement trials with senior
427medical students and residents, it demonstrated significant improvement in their learning.
428Participatory simulations (Diehl 1990) involve people using or building simulations
429collaboratively. Desktop, handheld, and wearable computing devices can be connected in
430various ways to support participatory simulations. In HubNet, collaborating students explore
431math functions (Wilensky & Stroup 1999) by providing individual data points to a continuous
432mathematical function. A central server collects these data points and represents them as
433points on a plot visible to the entire class. In the Science Theater project (Cherry et al. 1999),
434groups of elementary school children learn about ecosystems by building simulations that
435include designing and exchanging animal agents over the Internet through the AgentSheets
436Behavior Exchange (Repenning & Ambach 1997; Repenning et al. 1999; Repenning et al.
4371998). In Savannah (Benford et al. 2005), collaborative ecosystem simulations go a step
438further, incorporating location-aware technology that enables students to role play animal
439behavior and explore location-based consequences. Using probeware and handhelds has been
440explored as a viable science teaching method by others as well, for instance, Metcalf and
441Tinker (2004). In the MIT Thinking Tag Virus simulation game, each player wears a small
442computational tag that can communicate with nearby tags through infrared links (Colella
4432000). This hardware is used to create a role-playing game in which a group explores the
444mechanism of virus transfer. Similarly, the Geney project (Danesh et al. 2001; Mandryk et al.
4452001) uses Palm Pilot handheld devices to simulate the breeding of a species across a
446distributed population. The Cooties system simulates the spread of viral disease through Palm
447Pilots (Morehead 2001). EDC (Arias et al. 1999) and CarettaKids (Deguchi et al. 2006)
448developed collaborative simulations for city planning simulations. CarettaKids also integrates
449personal learning by allowing students to develop individual plans before projecting them to
450the group. Multi-User SimCity is a networked version of the popular Maxis SimCity10

451simulation game that lets a group of environmental design students play city planning games.
452This list is by no means comprehensive. Earlier multi-user simulation systems had to make
453difficult trade-offs between pedagogy and technology.Multi-user simulations in educationwere
454either powerful or running on handhelds. Collective Simulations uniquely join regular desktop
455and powerful handheld computers into sophisticated, yet economically feasible classroom
456simulations. The resulting combination of social learning pedagogies with distributed
457simulation technology is not just a means of more engaging and efficient learning; it enables
458new approaches of learning not previously possible without information technology.

459 Q1Assessment of collective simulations

460An evaluation team from the University of Colorado, School of Education, designed and
461carried out an extensive evaluation study of the Mr. Vetro technology and curriculum in

10 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SimCity
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462local high schools. The team consisted of assessment experts with experience in conducting
463studies of classroom practice and professional development of teachers in K-12 settings
464(Webb et al. 2005). The evaluation team addressed both formative and summative
465evaluation needs of the design team in terms of teacher implementation, classroom practice,
466student motivation, and learning outcomes. They were an integral part of shaping the design
467of educational activities built in the Mr. Vetro system and the technology itself. They
468worked closely with the design team and the lead teacher to continually align the evaluation
469with educational material and the technology.
470The evaluation team designed the evaluation study using established assessment
471material and processes. These included the Reformed Teacher Observation Protocol
472(RTOP; Adamson et al. 2003; Piburn et al. 2000) for observing classroom implementa-
473tions, the Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey11 (CLASS; Adams et al.
4742004; Perkins et al. 2006), material from standardized tests (SAT, ACT, PISA, and AP
475Biology tests), and a framework for assessing student understanding adapted from Shafer
476and Foster (1997)
477Based on feedback from pilot implementations and teacher training sessions, we made
478the necessary alterations of both the educational activities and the assessment material to
479make them usable in a real classroom environment. When the instruments were ready for
480classroom use, the evaluation team carried out the evaluation study, which included
481classroom observation during implementation.
482We conducted the experiment designed by the evaluation team in three different high
483schools in a local school district. Five science teachers participated: two teaching only using
484Mr. Vetro (treatment); two teaching only in their conventional way (comparison), and one
485teaching both using Mr. Vetro and in the conventional way. A total of fifteen science classes
486(Biology, AP Biology, Anatomy and Physiology, and IB Biology) participated. About 400
487high school students, ages 14–18, were part of those classes.
488Mr. Vetro teachers were trained to use the technology and curriculum by acting as
489students and working through the lessons. Teachers were encouraged to allow the natural
490process of student problem solving and sense making, rather than take a lecture-oriented
491approach to disseminating information and concepts. The three comparison teachers were
492given the content objectives of each lesson in the unit and were encouraged to teach these
493topics in the way that they felt most comfortable. They were also given the pre–and post–
494assessments but were encouraged not to “teach to the test.” They could develop their own
495lesson plans for the cardiopulmonary system or utilize suggested activities that paralleled
496the Mr. Vetro simulation. Both groups implemented the unit over 5–7 days, in multiple
497science classes during the same semester.
498The evaluation study results are presented below grouped in four categories:

4991) teaching outcomes that focus on the impact of the Mr. Vetro Collective Simulation on
500teaching practices;
5012) student learning outcomes that focus on the impact of the simulation on knowledge
502acquisition and performance on tests;
5033) student motivation outcomes that focus on the effects of the simulation on student
504attitudes and beliefs toward science;
5054) real-life consequences that focus on the impact of the Mr. Vetro experience on student
506lives.

11 Available at http://www.colorado.edu/sei/class/
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507 Q1Teaching outcomes

508In this section, we present the impact of the Mr. Vetro Collective Simulation and associated
509curriculum on teaching practices. These results demonstrate how the use of the simulation
510increased the level of student inquiry in the classroom by motivating the use of higher-order
511thinking skills, student-to-student discourse, hypothesis formation, and testing.
512One goal of the Mr. Vetro study was to determine if the use of Collective Simulations
513and associated lesson plans increased the level of teacher performance, specifically
514indicated by decreased time of direct instruction, use of sheltering strategies, and increased
515performance on the RTOP. We hypothesized that the Mr. Vetro simulation and instructional
516materials would provide teachers opportunities to support investigations that incorporated
517elements of inquiry-based science teaching, more so than what might be observed in similar
518lessons not supported by such an interactive simulation. The lesson design incorporated the
519use of hypothetical scenarios, prediction, and testing of results to support student
520discussions of cardiopulmonary physiology. By design, the instructional materials and
521activities assumed the teacher would function as a guide, leading students through activities
522and providing support as necessary, but not explicitly solving the problems or
523demonstrating related solution strategies to address questions posed in the scenarios.
524The Reformed Teacher Observation Protocol (RTOP; Adamson et al. 2003; Piburn et
525al. 2000) was used for classroom observation in both the Mr. Vetro and the non-Mr.-Vetro
526comparison classrooms. The RTOP is a tool designed to document characteristics of
527classroom practice that define reformed teaching. It is designed to measure five related
528constructs of inquiry-oriented teaching (Lesson Design and Implementation, Proposi-
529tional Knowledge, Procedural Knowledge, Communicative Interactions, Student-Teacher
530Relationships).
531As noted in its Reference Manual (Piburn et al. 2000), the RTOP “provides an
532operational definition of what is meant by ‘reformed teaching.’” The items arise from a rich
533research-based literature that describes inquiry-oriented standards-based teaching practices
534in mathematics and science” (p. 41). RTOP scores “predict improved student learning in
535mathematics and science classrooms at all levels. Analysis of the RTOP suggests that it is
536largely a unifactorial instrument that taps a single construct of inquiry” (p. 24). The RTOP
537includes five items for each category that are rated on a scale from 0 to 4.
538Mr. Vetro (n=39 observations) and comparison (n=22 observations) classes were
539observed using the RTOP. In addition, parts of class sessions were videotaped and notes
540were taken by observers.
541Two members of the evaluation team conducted the observations for participating
542teachers. Several weeks prior to conducting observations, the research team watched video
543clips of math and science classrooms included in the RTOP training materials and rated the
544observed practices using the protocol. Differences between the scores of the research team
545and the suggested ratings in the manual were deliberated. We continued to observe videos
546and compare scores until the research team reached a sufficient threshold of inter-rater
547agreement (overall score within 5 points; no more than a 1 point difference on any item).
548During preliminary trials of the Mr. Vetro materials, we also conducted paired observations
549in which the two researchers would observe a real-time lesson and compare RTOP scores.
550Each teacher was evaluated in every class using the RTOP. Individual teacher scores were
551compiled. The average rating in each category for all comparison teachers and all Mr. Vetro
552teachers was compared.
553Moreover, a teacher interview protocol was used to provide qualitative, anecdotal
554evidence of teachers’ opinions regarding the degree to which the simulation promotes
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555scientific inquiry, on the role of the Mr. Vetro simulation as an instructional tool, and
556teachers’ perceptions of the impact of Mr. Vetro on student motivation and learning. The
557semi-structured teacher interview was used after the Mr. Vetro simulation. Teacher
558interviews were audiotaped and transcribed. Four key constructs were explored in the
559design of the interview protocol and analysis:

5601) teachers’ conceptions of scientific inquiry;
5612) teachers’ conceptions of student learning;
5623) teachers’ observation of relative student engagement; and
5634) any lingering effects that students experience with the Mr. Vetro simulation.

564Teachers’ perceptions of the impact of Mr. Vetro on student motivation and learning
565offer an important perspective on the relative difference in student motivation or
566engagement in response to the experience, compared to regular science instruction.
567Instructional activities that are dependent on technology can present new and unexpected
568challenges to teachers, even those in science who include lab experiments and practicals as
569part of instruction. Also, group interaction that is required to complete the scenarios can
570present a different set of challenges to teachers who have not established norms for student-
571to-student interaction.
572The comparison of means for Mr. Vetro and comparison groups are displayed in Fig. 3.
573Means for all five RTOP categories were greater for Mr. Vetro classes than means for the
574comparison classes by 4 to 5 points on a 20-point scale. All differences were statistically
575significant at the p<0.0001 level. The total of mean values for each category shows an
576overall difference of over 20 points on a scale of 100, suggesting that the Mr. Vetro
577simulation fostered far greater opportunities for student inquiry.
578The data, reported in more detail in (Luhn 2010), shows that RTOP performance was
579increased in all categories in the Mr. Vetro classes compared to the comparison classes. In
580general, teachers moved around the classroom, were engaged one-on-one with students,

RTOP Data: All Teachers (Vetro vs Comparison)
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581answered group questions as needed, and spent limited time in didactic information transfer.
582Mr. Vetro allowed for true inquiry. Students were actively learning how the simulation
583worked, making predictions, testing their predictions, and incorporating new under-
584standings into their mental model of how the human body works. The Mr. Vetro activities
585required students to synthesize information and draw connections between old and new
586information. Finally, the activities not only encouraged the use of language, but they were
587essential to make the system operate effectively. Students read the messages and decoded
588the numerical values while communicating with the group the changes they were making to
589the system. Mr. Vetro classrooms exemplified the synergism between science and language.
590Based on teacher interviews, across the three teachers who used Mr. Vetro in their
591classes, there was strong agreement that Mr. Vetro promoted scientific inquiry among their
592students. As one teacher in her first year of full-time teaching described:

593594Most labs you do are pretty minds off. You know, follow these instructions. What do
595you see? Does that support your hypothesis? So scientific inquiry to me means that
596students are creating their own experiments…. [With Mr. Vetro], students were really
597given an opportunity to think and test their hypotheses…. The way lessons were set
598up with predicting, and then putting your predictions in and seeing if you get the
599results that you are trying to simulate. That piece is the inquiry piece.
600

601A veteran science teacher of 26 years agreed, but offered a slightly different perspective:

602603It’s really kind of a process of coming up with questions. And questions are based on
604anything that can happen in your environment that makes you curious or seems
605interesting. And then coming up with a strategy that is a plausible approach, that is
606something you can calculate or measure. You have an idea of how things might be,
607and that leads to some predictions. And then you test those predictions out. We saw
608that with Mr. Vetro. You’d say, what happens if I do this.
609

610It is important to note that although teachers recognize the importance of promoting
611scientific inquiry, they also articulated some of the inherent challenges in providing those
612experiences to students on an ongoing basis. Mr. Vetro offered a unique learning experience
613that readily drew students into sustained problem solving and working with the simulation
614to investigate the proposed scenarios.
615With respect to student learning, all three teachers agreed that students learned more
616about the cardiopulmonary system as a system through Mr. Vetro than they have in years
617past. As one teacher described:

618619My hope is that they wouldn’t learn that the systems work in isolation, which is
620frequently the way we teach it. And there is nothing right or wrong with that, because
621it simplifies things for students. To say we are just dealing with the cardiovascular
622system now. They do appreciate it when you bracket things off, and isolate them. It
623makes their initial learning easier. But it really misses a very important aspect of
624physiology, which is interrelationships. We could have made this really weird and
625pulled in the nervous system, and the endocrine system. And we did a little bit,
626because something has to change those parameters. But it did give them a chance to
627explore two systems juxtaposed in real time. So as one thing changes the other thing
628has to.
629

630Typically, the systems of the human body are taught in isolation to familiarize students
631with specific functions, terminology, and in some cases, relationships to other systems. The
632synergistic aspects of the Mr. Vetro simulation combined with the collaboration of students
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633who modeled the interaction and interdependency of these two systems reinforced the way
634in which blood gases are transported by these two systems through various contexts.
635One teacher who used both the Mr. Vetro unit and a comparison unit, described that
636some features of the cardiopulmonary system were very difficult to teach without the use of
637the simulation.

638639The hardest thing for me to teach [the comparison class], without the Mr. Vetro, was
640tidal volume and stroke volume…. You can do it using direct instruction… but I think
641that they get general relationship between exercise and the strength of their heart. The
642Vetro group really seemed to get it all. They really absorbed most of it. I think they,
643as an overarching whole, really got tidal volume and stroke volume and how that
644relates to the cardiopulmonary systems.
645

646Lastly, all of the teachers agreed that the Mr. Vetro simulation evoked a level of sustained
647engagement that they do not typically observe among their high school science students.
648The teachers affirmed that several important instructional principles such as use of relevant
649contexts, student-to-student collaboration, and use of more challenging activities contrib-
650uted to a level of student engagement that, in one teachers’ opinion, changed his students’
651overt expressions of passive engagement.

652653It had a game-like quality to it that I think sucked them in. They knew when things
654weren’t going right, and so they had to intervene. There is no question that there was
655a higher level of engagement than I usually get with some kind of a simulation….
656Students were into it. For multiple days they were working for longer stretches of
657time without needing bathroom breaks, and getting up to walk around and throw trash
658away. They were definitely more focused then they usually would be.
659

660Overall, participating teachers’ experiences with Mr. Vetro were positive. In the
661interviews, they were able to offer several examples of how the experience enhanced
662student engagement, increased opportunities for scientific inquiry, and contributed to
663students’ deeper understanding of the functions of the cardiovascular and pulmonary
664systems and their interrelationship.
665The Mr. Vetro simulation and associated curriculum demonstrated an impact on teacher
666practice that supported greater student scientific inquiry. They authentically integrated
667sheltering strategies into the mainstream classroom. The activities allowed for higher-order
668thinking skills to be used. Although the research states that higher-order thinking skills are
669important in high school, in the majority of high school classrooms, more than 80% of
670classroom activities are at the acquisition level of thought (Echevarria et al. 2004). Higher-
671order thinking skills are difficult to access through traditional methodologies such as
672lectures, textbook work, and basic lab experiences; however, they are the essence of
673rigorous curriculum. Contrasting portraits of teachers in simulation and non-simulation
674classrooms for similar content suggests that such technology can be more effective in
675supporting student scientific inquiry, assuming the design principles and affordances of the
676related curricula support such an approach.

677 Q1Learning outcomes

678Our objective for evaluating student learning was to design a series of assessments to
679compare the learning gains for high school students studying the cardiopulmonary system.
680Assessment design incorporated competencies similar to those used for the Programme for
681International Student Assessment (PISA) by the Organization for Economic Co-Operation
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682and Development (OECD 2003). Assessments were designed to elicit students’ knowledge
683and their ability to apply that knowledge using three types of tasks: Level I questions were
684geared toward recalling basic facts; Level II questions involved making connections; and
685Level III questions required application of knowledge in new situations.
686We predicted that students in the Mr. Vetro group would show higher achievement gains
687than those in the comparison group especially at the higher levels of thinking, because the
688simulation demonstrates the relationship between the cardiovascular system and pulmonary
689system that is difficult to demonstrate otherwise and promotes collaboration and meaningful
690discussions between students as they control Mr. Vetro’s organ parameters.

691Method and data sources To explore the relative impact on student performance, data from a
692Mr. Vetro treatment group used the computer-based simulation with related activities. For the
693comparison group, a parallel tech-free curriculum was used that did not involve use of the
694software. Both groups had between 5–7 days of instruction on the cardiopulmonary system.
695Students completed written assessments just prior to and just after the unit. Level I
696questions were selected response questions. Students chose the typical values for “at rest”
697heart and lung parameters and oxygen saturation. Level I questions also consisted of
698multiple-choice questions that were collected from various conventional assessments, such
699as the AP Biology Exam, NY State Regents Exam, PISA, Trends in International
700Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), National Assessment of Educational Progress
701(NAEP), and the Scholastic Achievement Test (SAT). These questions were chosen based
702on best-fit alignment with the content in the unit.
703Level II questions required definitions of vocabulary words used throughout the unit,
704and were open response. Level III questions, which were only administered in the post-
705assessment, were open response questions requiring transferring knowledge learned in the
706classroom to a novel scenario. For example, students were asked to predict and explain the
707effects of having asthma or coronary artery disease on the cardiopulmonary system.
708Level I questions were marked as correct (1 point) or incorrect/no response (0 points).
709Level II and III questions were graded on a 0–4 point rubric developed by the design team.
710An inter-rater reliability process was conducted to improve the clarity of the rubric among
711five raters. A sample of ten papers was independently scored using the rubric and these
712scores were compared for consistency. Differences in scoring student responses were
713discussed; points of clarification and exemplars of student performance for various levels
714were included in subsequent iterations of the rubric. This process was conducted at least
715twice until additional papers were scored with consistent inter-rater scoring exceeding an
716acceptable threshold of 85%.

717Results Independent two-tailed t-tests and effect sizes were calculated. Only students who
718took both the pre-assessment and the post-assessment (and for which we had permission to
719use the data) were included in the analysis; that is, out of the over 400 participating
720students, 264 were included in this analysis. The treatment group involved three teachers
721and 169 students in nine classrooms. The comparison group involved three teachers and 95
722students in five classes.
723Four smaller groups of Mr. Vetro versus comparison classes were selected based on
724similar class types and the differences between the scores from all types of the pre-
725assessments were found to not be statistically significant:

726Group 1: multiple choice, t(15)=2.13, p=0.75; typical values, t(24)=2.06, p=0.24;
727vocabulary, t(24)=2.06, p=0.86.
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728Group 2: multiple choice, t(94)=1.99, p=0.44; typical values, t(99)=1.98, p=0.32;
729vocabulary, t(97)=1.98, p=0.95.
730Group 3: multiple choice, t(57)=2.00, p=0.64; typical values, t(55)=2.00, p=0.41;
731vocabulary, t(58)=2.00, p=0.31.
732Group 4: multiple choice, t(88)=1.99, p=0.48; typical values, t(71)=1.99, p=0.78;
733vocabulary, t(68)=2.00, p=0.098).

734Some classes were placed in more than one group and others were only used in the
735aggregate study. A description of each group is in Table 1.
736Table 2 shows that for each of these four groups, the learning gains for multiple-choice
737questions were not notable (p<0.05, effect sizes very small to moderate). However,
738learning gains for typical values and vocabulary were statistically significant in favor of
739the Mr. Vetro group, and the effect sizes were large to very large.
740The comparison of pre–and post-unit responses to the assessments demonstrate that the
741tech-based Collective Simulation approach, for similar content, results in stronger learning
742gains for all groups regardless of the level of the course (e.g., regular or honors).
743Statistically greater gains especially occurred in the results of Level I recall of typical values
744of the heart and lung parameters and in Level II vocabulary definitions. Differences in the
745gains in Level I recall of multiple-choice questions from conventional assessments were
746more moderate, or in some matched groups, not significant. It is also notable that responses
747to post-assessment Level III questions, which require critical thinking and application, were
748significantly more complex in the Mr. Vetro groups than those in the matched Comparison
749groups (Keyser 2010). 750

t1.1 Table 1 Groups of students

t1.2 Group # Description Group
type

Teacher School # of
Classes

# of
students

Type of Class

t1.3 1 Same teacher at same
school teaching same
course

V A A One 17 Regular Biology

t1.4 C A A One 12 Regular Biology

t1.5 2 Two different teachers
from different schools
teaching same course

V A A One 44 Regular Biology

t1.6 B B One

t1.7 C A A One 57 Regular Biology

t1.8 C C Two

t1.9 3 Two different teachers
from different schools
teaching same course

V D C Two 29 Anatomy and
Physiology

t1.10 C E B Two 38 Anatomy and
Physiology

t1.11 4 Two different teachers from
same school teaching
advanced students
(mixed class type)

V B B Three 85 2 AP Bio,
1 Adv Bio

t1.12 C E B Two 38 Anatomy and
Physiology

(V Mr. Vetro curriculum, C Comparison classes)
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751 Q1Student motivation outcomes

752As part of this study, we also documented the impact of the Mr. Vetro Collective Simulation
753on student attitudes and beliefs towards science. We used the Colorado Learning Attitudes
754about Science Survey (Adams et al. 2004; Perkins et al. 2006) an adaptation of a survey
755designed for monitoring undergraduate attitudes toward science. Results indicated that the
756Mr. Vetro simulation has neither a positive or negative effect on student attitudes toward
757science whereas the comparison group shows mixed results (Webb 2010). It is worth
758mentioning that based on historical use of the survey a typical result for the administration
759of the CLASS is a decline between pre–and post-unit administration. So, results that are
760apparently “flat” are viewed as relatively successful. A further analysis of the data
761compared honors versus regular biology students. The fact that attitudes were influenced
762negatively in the honors group (Webb 2010) was viewed as unexpected by the evaluation
763team given the strong learning gains demonstrated by the honors students on the
764achievement measures.
765To explore, in part, some of the differences in student attitudes in response to the
766Mr. Vetro experience, students from all classes were asked if they would volunteer to
767participate in student focus groups. During the focus group, students also completed a
768two-part survey. The first part was responding to seven written questions. All questions
769were free-response. Below are some highlights from the written portion of the survey.

770I. Have you ever done work similar to what a scientist might do in this class? What about
771other science classes?

772Most students in all types of classes responded that they have done labs and dissections,
773which they deemed “similar,” presumably because it was not a lecture. A few notable
774comments are below:

775& Many scientific simulations that we have visited on the internet are similar to Mr. Vetro,
776just not as deep in terms of interactivity or group use. ∼AP Biology Student

t2.1 Table 2 Learning gains, Mr. Vetro vs. comparison groups

t2.2 Assessment
type

Group # Mean,
Mr. Vetro

Mean,
comparison

p-value Effect size

t2.3 Multiple choice 1 1.82 2.08 t(25)=2.06, p=-0.702
No statistical diff

-0.15 Very small,
Neg

t2.4 2 1.70 0.88 t(93)=1.99, p=0.037 0.58 Moderate

t2.5 3 1.38 0.97 t(43)=2.02, p=0.369
No statistical diff

0.24 Small

t2.6 4 1.72 0.97 t(97)=1.98, p=0.010 0.44 Small

t2.7 Typical values 1 2.71 0.83 t(26)=2.06, p=0.0031 1.03 Very large

t2.8 2 2.68 0.79 t(89)=1.99, p<0.0000001 1.28 Very large

t2.9 3 1.83 0.89 t(43)=2.02, p=0.014 0.65 Large

t2.10 4 2.44 0.89 t(92)=1.99, p<0.0000001 1.06 Very large

t2.11 Vocabulary 1 15.24 11.25 t(21)=2.08, p=0.036 0.81 Large

t2.12 2 15.82 7.14 t(99)=1.98, p<0.0000001 1.15 Very large

t2.13 3 14.62 6.29 t(52)=2.01, p<0.0000001 1.44 Very large

t2.14 4 16.55 6.29 t(89)=1.99, p<0.0000001 1.60 Very large
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777& I have done labs and hands-on dissections, but I have never done anything as intense as
778this. ∼AP Biology Student
779& The Mr. Vetro activity was like nothing I have ever done before. It seemed like it should
780belong in classes that taught students who wanted to be future doctors or nurses.
781∼Anatomy and Physiology Student

782These responses indicate that Mr. Vetro was viewed by this sample of students as a
783unique experience. Moreover, several students suggested that the material was more
784challenging and substantive than other simulations, and perhaps should be used with
785students interested in medical careers.

786II. How would you compare the Mr. Vetro activity with other activities you’ve had in this
787or other science classes?

788There were a variety of responses to this question, although most students favored
789Mr. Vetro over other science units. In contrast to the aggregate results from AP/IB students
790on the student attitude survey, the responses from these honors students suggest the
791experience was seen as important, intriguing, more interactive, and motivating. In fact, for
792one student “It was the coolest thing [he] ever did in a science class.” More mixed or
793lukewarm responses suggest that reasons for the decline in student attitudes may have
794involved a mismatch between students’ expectations (e.g., preference for lectures, interest
795in more challenging problems) and the goals of the Mr. Vetro simulation and activities.
796Considering that this study used the same simulation and instructional activities for all
797participating classes, these responses indicate that future use of Mr. Vetro in advanced
798courses should include a different, more challenging set of activities than those used with
799regular biology students. That is, there should be some consideration of differentiating the
800curriculum for advanced courses. In contrast, students from regular biology courses
801indicated that the goals, expectations, and activities included in the Mr. Vetro unit were both
802accessible and challenged regular biology students. There was no evidence that regular
803biology students preferred a different approach to learning similar material.

804& The Mr. Vetro activity was different because it felt like it was almost reality, and that is
805the reason why it got my attention. ∼AP Biology Student
806& I loved it. I had more fun with Mr. Vetro than with the usual lectures that I have. I also
807felt more engaged because it was a hands-on experience. ∼Advanced Biology Student
808& It was great that we got to figure it out by ourselves, but at some point it was a bit
809confusing. Most biology classes I’ve taken, we have just done notes and pictures in this
810section instead of being able to apply it to a “living human”. ∼Advanced Biology
811Student

812III. Compared to other activities you’ve had in this or other science classes, do you think
813you learned more, less, or the same from these activities? Explain.

814For this question, there were a higher proportion of mixed responses from students in
815honors classes, as exemplified by the last comment in this list:

816& I actually did learn from the activity. I really didn’t know the basic vocabulary of the
817human body and I learned how the human body works much more that I did before. It
818was more realistic and that’s what made it fun. I learn better if I have fun. ∼ AP Biology
819Student
820& Probably a lot more because there was a lot of guidance with Mr. Vetro. I was able to be
821more interactive in small groups. ∼ AP Biology Student
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822& I think I learned less from these activities than I normally would because there
823wasn’t much direct learning involved. I think I participate better when we are given
824a lecture. ∼ AP Biology Student
825& I don’t feel like I learned as much as I could. It was just a scramble to keep him alive.
826We never discussed anything in class so I never knew if I was right. We needed more
827discussions. I felt like I had no solid foundation. ∼ Advanced Biology Student

828In general, the responses from AP/Honors students who participated in the focus groups
829suggest that the Mr. Vetro simulation did have a positive impact on the majority of students’
830attitudes toward biology and the simulation experience. In many cases, these students
831indicated a preference for the Mr. Vetro simulation when identifying authentic science
832activity or asked to compare Mr. Vetro to regular classroom activities (e.g., lecture, taking
833notes). We did notice, however, that there were a higher proportion of mixed or negative
834responses from AP/Honors students in reaction to the prompt regarding whether they
835learned more, less, or about the same with Mr. Vetro. For some honors students, there
836remains a strong preference for more structured and direct instruction. For others, some
837additional whole class discussion for additional feedback and clarification was needed.

838 Q1Real-life consequences

839Also interesting is anecdotal evidence about knowledge transfer and real-life consequences.
840We have reports from multiple teachers that outstanding transfer of concepts learned in the
841Mr. Vetro unit occurred for their students. For instance, after completing the Mr. Vetro unit,
842in a subsequent unit the same students were studying disease spreading and they analyzed
843those scenarios using terminology and knowledge of the cardiopulmonary system gained
844from Mr. Vetro.

845846[Students have a better understanding of how the circulatory and respiratory systems
847work together] because the other day we did an outbreak scenario and the disease was
848malaria, but the patients had some symptoms and they didn’t use the word “hypoxia”
849[a term used in Mr.Vetro] but the kids did. And they talked about what the heart rate
850was in the scenario and they were talking about it in terms of Mr. Vetro and what they
851had learned, which I think was really cool! Somebody learned something and they
852were applying it to a whole different scenario!∼High School Science Teacher
853

854Anecdotal evidence from observations of the design and evaluation team indicates that
855students are very engaged and learn about the intricate connections between the
856cardiovascular and the respiratory systems in ways that were not observed in comparison
857classes. Teachers report that students who typically are not engaged in class were very
858much engaged and actively learning with Mr. Vetro.
859Some of the most exciting results are ones that impact students’ personal lives. The
860overwhelming majority of students replied that they learned about their own body from Mr.
861Vetro. For instance, students report that they now understand their own bodies and physical
862conditions better. We also have several reports of student athletes talking to their coaches
863about ways to increase their performance based on what they had experienced with Mr.
864Vetro exercise scenarios. Some students are trying to quit smoking, while other students
865indicate that they are more motivated to refrain from smoking or taking other substances
866because of their experience with Mr. Vetro.

867& I have a bunch of lung issues and I never really got what my doctor was telling me, and
868now, all of a sudden I get it!∼High School Student
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869& I am definitely more motivated to avoid those sorts of things; I’m more motivated to
870avoid substance use and anything of that nature now. ∼ High School Student
871& I did learn a lot about the difference between an average person, an unhealthy person
872and an elite athlete. It made me want to be more healthy and active. ∼ High School
873Student
874& I now understand more what’s happening in my heart and lungs when I run and
875compete in sports. ∼ High School Student
876& I have one student who wants to quit smoking. She was asking how to go about doing
877it, because that [the Mr. Vetro experience] encouraged her. Her mom emailed me and
878was so excited. Nothing else ever touched her daughter to stop smoking. This is what
879did it!∼High School Science Teacher

880

881 Q1Conclusions and future work

882The Collective Simulations framework with the Mr. Vetro prototype and curriculum was
883successful along many dimensions:

884& Technically it features a flexible, modular architecture that enables us to create and
885easily customize educational material for different inquiry-based science activities and
886for different K-12 levels.
887& Educationally both learners and teachers benefit from Collective Simulations. Teacher
888practice results provide compelling evidence that the instructional practices and learning
889experiences provided in the Mr. Vetro class were more conducive to promoting
890scientific inquiry and student learning of concepts. Learning outcome results suggest
891that students completing Mr. Vetro do just as well as the comparison group in multiple-
892choice items and outperform students on items that are more likely to measure their
893knowledge of typical physiological phenomena and responses of these related systems
894in realistic scenarios.
895& Motivationally data shows that less advanced students get more engaged and interested
896in science than advanced placement students, regardless of the strong learning gains.
897Academically, it would be interesting to pursue some research focused on exploring the
898reasons behind this finding.
899& Pragmatically some of the most exciting results are ones that impact students at a
900personal level. For us, the fact that there are indications showing that the experiences
901with Mr. Vetro promote self-awareness and healthier life styles is non-trivial, but
902instead, some of the most revealing and exciting results of this project.

903
904These positive results are extremely encouraging; but a lot more work is needed to create
905a technically and educationally viable solution. Technically, we need to ensure that the
906technology can be effectively and affordably adopted by schools with diverse technological
907infrastructures; therefore, we need to make the technology work seamlessly on a variety of
908platforms in order to accommodate the majority of school computer setups. These setups
909include school computer labs equipped with desktop machines (Macs & PCs), dedicated or
910shared laptop pools for use in science classes—including low-end laptops (e.g., Intel
911NetBooks), and handheld devices and multi-user control mechanisms (e.g., clickers and
912MultiPoint technology). Educationally, we need to provide effective curriculum to span the
913entire spectrum of K-12 science to ensure systemic adoption by schools. We have created
914and tested a complete unit but we also need further research in pedagogical issues to
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915develop solutions that provide a complete and viable educational solution for all students.
916Some of the more interesting mixed results from our evaluation study reported above (i.e.,
917the pattern of mostly positive responses from regular biology students and a greater
918prevalence of mixed responses from the advanced/AP groups) will also motivate future
919R&D. We need to engage in additional forward-looking, technical and curricular research in
920how to more effectively use Mr. Vetro in advanced classes.
921We also need to create more content by incorporating more human systems and creating
922ready-to-use learning activities that cover multiple units of science at all educational levels.
923Our AWE modular architecture supports the easy addition of new organs or human systems,
924as well as the input and output parameters and equations linking them. We will utilize this
925flexibility to expand Collective Simulations activities to cover more science curriculum.
926The issues of expanding to other human systems no longer involve just technical issues
927about what kind of abstractions and visualizations to use. They are more conceptual and
928pedagogical: How do you present the complexity of the human body without overwhelming
929K-12 students with enormous numbers of parameters and relationships, but instead enabling
930them to understand sophisticated interactions?
931Finally, technology, content, and curriculum will need to be complemented with
932professional development/teacher training programs to ensure that the commitment and
933ability of school districts to adopt Collective Simulations are high.
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